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Abstract: Document clustering is a powerful technique to detect topics and their relations for information browsing,
analysis, and organization. However, clustered documents require post-assignment of descriptive titles to help users
interpret the results. Existing techniques often assign labels to clusters based only on the terms that the clustered
documents contain, which may not be sufficient for some applications more over term labeling will not give clear
meaning of the clustered contents. To solve the problem, a phrase based cluster labeling is considered in this work. The
work considers embedding external knowledge to terms using WordNet and provides an approach to derive a theme in
the group of documents and label that group with the most appropriate Phrase. Number of experiments conducted on
benchmark datasets and observed that results produced are very accurate to the clusters formed.
Keywords: Thematic Phrases, Document clustering, Information Browsing, Analysis, and Organization.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sophisticated technologies and storage devices, allowed storing of huge volumes of data, but, the ability to understand
and utilize this information, remains constant. The task of organizing and categorizing these documents to the diverse
need of the user by manual means is a complicated job; hence a machine learning technique named clustering is very
useful. Document Clustering is an approach to organize this huge collection of documents into partitions of related
documents. This facilitates location of a relevant document. Document Clustering Phases involves Collection of
Document Datasets, Preprocessing the documents for removal of noisy and irrelevant data, Apply clustering technique
and evaluate the cluster quality. After forming the Clusters can we exactly say what kind of information a cluster
contains? The least emphasized step of Clustering Process is Labeling the Cluster.
Cluster Labeling
Rapid growth of the World Wide Web has caused an explosion of research aimed at facilitating retrieval, browsing and
organization of on−line text documents. Much of this work was directed towards clustering documents into meaningful
groups. In many applications of flat clustering and hierarchical clustering, particularly in analysis tasks and in user
interfaces, human users interact with clusters. The abundance of information in text form has been both a blessing and a
plague. There is always a need to summarize information into compact form that could be easily absorbed. The
challenge is to extract the essence of text documents and present it in a compact form that identifies their topic(s). In
such Application, Cluster Labelling with most relevant description of Cluster Contents is necessary. Often, given a set
or hierarchy of document clusters, a user would prefer to quickly browse through the collection to identify clusters of
interest without examining particular documents in detail.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section deals with Related Work. Section 3 presents our approach to
label the clusters, section 4 explains experiment setup, results and analysis and section 5 deals with Conclusions
and future work.
2. RELATED WORK
Clusters are often labeled by Prominentwords in the cluster after removal of stop words [1−3]. The lists of the most
frequent words often reveals the topic at a high level, but can fail to depict cluster specific details as they are diluted
with what we call collection specific stop words. E.g., in a collection of computer science research papers, terms such
as paper, method, result, system, or present are very frequent and are common to most computer science subdisciplines, therefore giving no additional information to someone who already knows that all of the documents are
computer science research papers. One could use the words that are the most predictive of a given cluster. These are
equivalent to what have been called the most salient words in word sense disambiguation [4]. However, relatively
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infrequent words usually have high salience and are not suggestive of any topic. They are often simply words that are
misspelled, if low frequency words are not removed. There exists a promising body of work [9-12] aimed at learning or
organizing hierarchical topics of words or document collections, which assumes that words in a document follow
distributional patterns and can be ascribed to different word−generating components ranging from the general to
specific. The above research provides ways of labeling clusters which reduce but do not eliminate the problems
mentioned above. Furthermore, such methods can be difficult to implement. If labeling is all that is needed, one would
prefer to use simpler methods to label clusters. Clusters can also be labeled using titles of the papers most central to a
cluster [1], or most cited, but these labels can be quite idiosyncratic and also fail to provide insights into the quality of
clusters under consideration. Following description reveals two word based Labeling techniques.
2.1 Word Based Labeling
2.1.1 X2 Method
This method assumes the existence of a document hierarchy, either manually constructed and/or populated, or a
hierarchy resulting from application of a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The X 2 test is well suited for testing
dependencies when count data is available. The method use X2 tests for each word at each node in a hierarchy starting
at the root and recursively moving down the hierarchy to determine a set of words that are equally likely to occur in any
of the children of a current node. Such words are general for all of the sub-trees of a current node, and are excluded
from the nodes below. Label the node corresponding to a cluster with the prominent word at the node [1,3].
2.1.2. Frequent and Predictive Words Method
For the "frequent and predictive words" method, words are selected as labeling based on the product of local frequency
and predictiveness:
P ( word | Class )



P ( word | Class )
P ( word )

This combined use of local frequency and predictivenesswas used to select the most important words in categories for
illustrating word sense disambiguation[15]. The formula consists of two parts each having a well defined meaning: the
first term, predictiveness, p(word | class) / p(word) is similar to a mutual information estimator and TF−IDF measure
used in information retrieval in that it distributes more weight to the words occurring frequently in a given cluster and
less weight to the words occurring frequently in all of the clusters; p(word | class) is frequency of the word in a given
cluster and p(word) is the word‟s frequency in a more general category or in the whole collection.
Labeling the Clusters with word reveal less information as compared to phrase in most of the cases. For example
consider “Information” is the prominent word in the cluster, and labeling the cluster with word “Information” will not
clearly conclude which information it is indicating. Similarly “Apple” is the prominent word; we can‟t conclude either
it as fruit or Apple as product. Rather if we take phrase into consideration, it will reveal more information as compared
to single word.We will elaborate the above two examples. In first example, consider “Information” as the cluster
label.The documents in such cluster contains word “Information” either preceded or succeeded by other word such as
“Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Information Systems” or “History Information, Mathematics
Information or Geography Information”. Labeling the clusters with such phrases will give more Information than
single word. This work deals to label the clusters not only with Key Phrases, but meaningful Key Phrases by
incorporating the Background Knowledge.
2.2Key Phrase Extraction Techniques
A phrase often refers to any group of words. In linguistics, a phrase is a group of words (or sometimes a single word)
that forms a constituent and so function as a single unit in the syntax of a sentence. A phrase is lower on the
grammatical hierarchy than a clause. Most phrases have an important word defining the type and linguistic features of
the phrase. This word is the head of the phrase and gives its name to the phrase category. The heads in the following
phrases are in bold: too slowly - Adverb phrase (AdvP), very happy - Adjective phrase (AP), the massive dinosaur Noun phrase (NP), at lunch - Preposition phrase (PP), watch TV - Verb phrase (VP)
Key phrase extraction, which is a text mining task, extracts highly relevant phrases from documents. Key Phrase
Extraction from unstructured text documents is becoming important. Literature lists over a dozen applications that
utilize key phrase extraction. For example, providing mini-summaries of large documents, highlighting Key phrases in
text, text compression, constructing human-readable key phrase-based indexes, interactive query refinement by
suggesting improvements to queries, document clustering, and document classification are few usecases. Works on
automatic Keyphrases extraction started rather recently. First work to approach this goal is based on heuristics [16].
The work use heuristics to extract significant phrases from document for learning rather than use standard mathematical
techniques. However Keyphrases generated by this approach, failed to map well to author assigned keywords indicating
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that the applied heuristics were poor ones [16]. Key phrase extraction techniques are often categorized as supervised
and unsupervised learning. Key phrase Extraction from single document, which is often called as supervised learning
task and Key phrase extraction from a set of documents is called as unsupervised learning task. Unsupervised task tries
to discover the topics rather than learn from examples.
2.2.1 Supervised Learning
The Work in [13] was the first approach to address the problem of Keyphrases extraction as a supervised learning
problem which is called GenEx. It regards Keyphrases extraction as classification task. The GenEx is a Hybrid Genetic
Algorithm for Keyphrases extraction which has two components, the Genitor genetic algorithm proposed in [17] and
the Extractor which is a Keyphrases extraction algorithm proposed in [13][ 19]. The Extractor takes a document as
input and produces a list of Keyphrases as output. The Extractor has twelve parameters that determine how it processes
the input text. In GenEx, the parameters of the Extractor are tuned by the Genitor genetic algorithm to maximize
performance on training data. Genitor is used to tune the Extractor, but Genitor is no longer needed once the training
process is complete. Basing on the work of [13][19], another algorithm proposed in [20] called Keyphrases extraction
algorithm (KEA). This latter uses Naïve Bayes learning model using a set of training documents with known
Keyphrases. Then, the model will be used to determine which sentences of an original document are likely to be
Keyphrases.
2.2.2 Unsupervised Learning
A graph-based ranking method[21], constructs a word graph according to word co-occurrences within the document,
and then use random walk techniques to measure word importance. After that, top ranked words are selected as
Keyphrases. [14] presents a highly accurate method for extracting key phrases from multi-document sets or clusters,
with no prior knowledge about the documents. The algorithm is called CorePhrase, and is based on finding a set of core
phrases from a document cluster. CorePhrase works by extracting a list of candidate key phrases by intersecting
documents using a graph-based model of the phrases in the documents. This is facilitated through a powerful phrasebased document indexing model. Features of the extracted candidate key phrases are then calculated, and phrases are
ranked based on their features. The top phrases are output as the descriptive topic of the document cluster. The KPMiner system proposed in [22]for Arabic language contains three logical steps: Candidate Keyphrases selection,
Candidate Keyphrases weight calculation and finally Candidate Phrases List Refinement extracts Arabic Key
Phrases[18]. Another work is Suffix Tree based Phrase extraction. A Suffix Tree is a data structure that allows
efficient string matching and querying. It has been studied and used extensively, to fundamental string problems such
as finding the longest repeated substring, strings comparisons, and text compression[23]. It often deals with strings as
sequences of characters, or with documents as sequences of words. A Suffix Tree of a string is simply a compact tree of
all the suffixes of that string. The work in [24] is the first work used fortext documents. It‟s linear time clustering
algorithm that is based on identifying the shared phrases that are common to some Document‟s in order to group them
in one cluster. A phrase in our context is an ordered sequence of one or more words. To our knowledge Phrase based
cluster Labeling has very few works. In this study we present an approach to Label Clusters using Suffix Tree and
enrich the words with external knowledge usingWordNet.
WordNet is a database of semantic dictionary for the English language that provides the sense information of words
[25]. Different from traditional dictionaries, WordNet is organized as a semantic network. The whole corpus consists of
four lexical databases, for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs [26]. The basic unit in each database is a set of
synonyms called a synset. A synset represents a meaning and all words that have such a meaning will be included in
this synset. If a word occurs in several synsets, then it is polysemous. Each synset is assigned a definition or gloss to
explain the meaning of it. There are various relationships defined between two synsets. For example, the relationship
hypernym indicates one synset is a kind of another synset (IS-A relationship), the hyponym relationship is the inverse
of hypernymy. In the semantic network, each synset is represented as a node and the relationships among the synsets
are represented as arcs. WordNet allows the meaningfully related words and concepts to be navigated using a browser,
making it useful for natural language processing. It provides a user friendly approach in representing and interpreting
the sense of text and provides well-organized and integrated access to information. WordNet‟s recognition and analysis
of semantic equivalents are used by many researchers in the context of Information Retrieval, Text Classification and
Text CategorizationDocument features, enriched with different relationships of WordNet has high possibility of
deriving better results when incorporated in document Categorization, Clustering or Retrieval process.
A set of different terms that having the same meaning (Synonyms) is termed as a concept. In general, frequent terms
are used to cluster documents, where as in FCDC (Frequent Concepts based Document Clustering), frequent concepts
are employed. In this approach frequent concepts are identified by applying Apriori algorithm on feature vector that
constitutes concepts [28]. The approach uses WordNet hierarchy to determine semantic relations between words and
allows creating low dimension feature vectors [29]. It is observed that often text clustering approaches employ VSM,
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which treats documents as BOW, thus, ignoring the word sequence of a document. But, word sequences of a document
convey more meaning than considering terms alone. The Clustering with Frequent Word Meaning Sequences
(CFWMS) [27] generates a Suffix Tree to determine the FWMS from the document collection. This work explored
WordNet synonym/hypernym relations to build meaning sequences and applied Suffix Tree Clustering.
3. OUR APPROACH
In Labeling the clusters, we prefer to use Noun Phrases over other phrases. Since the noun phrases are more frequent in
English Language and are easily understandable than other Phrases. This section provides the approach to extract the
noun phrases, incorporate the semantic knowledge and identifying the accurate phrase to label the cluster.
3.1 Noun Phrase Extraction Technique
Noun phrases are extracted from the preprocessed documents datasets.It is composed of the following steps
:Tokenizing the documents, Tagging each token with Parts of Speech, identify Noun Phrases with POS tagging. In
Natural Language Processing Noun Phrases are contained in the combinations of “Noun + Noun”, “Adjective + Noun”,
“Noun + ing ”and so on. Extraction of Noun Phrases and Identifying frequent Noun Phrases and Labeling the Cluster.

The following is a list of different types of Noun Phrases.
• “Noun followed by noun”, i.e., Noun + noun combination. Ex. “The car driver” or “the driver of the car”, “Data
abstraction”, “History information” and “Power supply”.
• “Adjective followed by noun” i.e.,adjective + noun combination. Ex. “ambiguous statement”, “slow motion
picture”, “statistical data”, “higher education”, “internal representation”, “interactive session”.
• “Adverb followed by noun”, i.e., Adverb + noun. Ex. “terminally ill”, “technically strong”.
• “Adverb followed by adjective followed by noun”, Adverb+ Adjective + noun. Ex. “inaccurately entered data”,
“statistically derived information”, “economically backward class”,“newly published book”, “scientifically proven
theory”.
• “Noun followed by gerund”, i.e., noun + gerund (ing). Ex. “Data mining”, “method overriding”, “horse riding”,
“sky diving” and “reverse engineering”.
• “gerund followed by noun”, i.e., gerund (ing)+ noun. Ex. “Typing skils”,
“Marketing
strategies”,
“Boiling
point”, “Freezing point”, “Waiting area”, “Incoming call” and “Outgoing batch”
• “Noun followed by gerund followed by noun”, i.e., noun + gerund (ing) + noun. Ex. “Software testing
methodologies”, “Method overloading concepts”, “Object-oriented programming language”, “Weight lifting
equipment”.
• Noun followed by series of nouns, i.e., noun + noun + … . Ex. “Java programming language specification for 7th
edition”, “Important Relational Database management systems concepts”
• Pronoun followed by noun, i.e., Pronoun + noun, Ex. “That girl”, “This definition”, “These concepts”.
• Noun followed by Pronoun, i.e., Noun + Pronoun. Ex.
“A friend of mine”, “The idea of yours”.
3.2 Suffix Tree Based Algorithm
A suffix tree of a string is simply a compact trie of all the suffixes of that string[26]. Here we treat documents as
sequences of words, not characters. A suffix tree T for an m-word string S is a rooted directed tree with exactly m
leaves numbered 1 to m. Each internal node, other than the root, has at least two children and each edge is labeled with
a nonempty sub-string of words of S. The label of a node is defined to be the concatenation of the edge-labels on the
path from the root to that node. No two edges out of a node can have edge labels beginning with the same word. For
each suffix s of S, there exists a suffix node whose label equals S. The suffix trees are fast, incremental and are
constructed in linear time of the suffixes generated. This work considers, suffix tree data structure to represent the
word sequences from documents. The suffix tree that contains all the documents in the data set is called a Generalized
Suffix Tree (GST). The GST is explored to extract unique suffix phrases.
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Construction of suffix trees for documents :A text document D is viewed as a sequence of words, so that it can be
represented as D = (w1, w2, w3 . . .), where w1, w2,w3, . . . are words appearing in D. Like a frequent itemset in the
association rule mining of a transaction data set [24], a word set is frequent when at least the specified minimum
number (or percentage) of documents contains this word set. A frequent word set containing k words is called frequent
k-word set. A frequent k-word sequence is an FS with length k, such as FS = (w1, w2. . . wk), and it has two frequent
subsequences of length k - 1, which are (w1, w2, . ., wk-1) and (w2,w3, . . ,wk). [31].The suffix of each line of the
document is generated. After finding all the suffixes of all the documents we extracted unique suffixes and built
compact suffix tree with these unique suffixes in a cluster. For each suffix, a search is done to see whether a part or
whole of it already exists in the suffix tree. If this is true, only the TF and IDF counts for the respective node are
updated. If only a partial match of the suffix is found, then it asks for mismatch option and based on user input it allows
for words mis-match. The k value is determined automatically from the length of the Phrase. In the end, the suffix tree
node will contain all the possible suffixes of every sentence in the document collection, together with the term and
document frequency count for each node. If Filtering by frequent word sequences is enabled, list of frequent words
(i.e., words that appear in frequent word sequences) is compiled prior to POS tagging.
3.3. Incorporating Semantic Knowledge
We use different terms to express the same meaning called synonyms. A term meaning in WordNet is represented by a
synonym set (SynSet) a set of terms which are synonyms. In this paper, a SynSet is denoted by SyS, e.g. SyS1 = {chair,
seat}, „„seat‟‟ is a synonym of „„Chair‟‟, so they are interchangeable in documents. When the term matching is
performed to find the frequency of a term in a text database, the frequency of terms „„seat‟‟ and „„chair‟‟ can be
summed up if we treat these two terms as same in a document. If it appears in different documents, then these
documents may be placed in same cluster. Synsets are interconnected with semantic relations forming a large semantic
network such as hyponym/hypernym which defines isArelationship between concepts also called as subset/superset
relationship. For ex., the hypernym of a synset {armchair, folding chair} is {Chair}, and the hypernym of {Chair} is
{Furniture}. Documents containing „„arm chair‟‟ may share the same topic with other documents containing „„folding
chair‟‟ or „„Chair‟‟. With simple term matching, we may lose the relatedness in these terms. If we use „„→‟‟ to
represent this relationship, then these three synsets could be related as {arm chair, folding chair}„„→‟‟{Chair}
„„→‟‟{Furniture}. In this case, {chair} is a direct hypernym of {arm chair, folding chair} and {furniture} is an inherited
hypernym of {arm chair, folding chair}. Such binding of a synset with its hypernym in this paper is called as Synset
Hypernym Component denoted by SHC. The SHC and SyS relation is denoted as SySi Є SHCj. In this work we
propose text clustering approach with SyS and SHC relation, as this is the main relation group of WordNet hierarchy
[27].
Since more than one synonym exists for terms, identifying the right synonym that a term expresses in a certain context
is a difficult task. Here, we use a Synonym Group (SG), which is a collection of SHC, to find the correct meaning of a
term. The relationship between SHC and SG is denoted as SHCj Є SGh. For a SySi, if SySi Є SHCj and SHCj Є SGh,
then it is denoted as SySi Є SGh. For example there is a SG, SG1 = {SHC1,SHC2}, where SHC1 = {SyS1→SyS2},
SHC2 = {SyS3 →SyS4}, SyS1 = {arm chair}, SyS2 = {chair}, SyS3 = {folding chair, lounge }, and SyS4 =
{furniture}. We expect that one of the SyS belonging to SG1 is the real term meaning of the term „„chair‟‟ in this
document. In our approach unrecognized terms in WordNet are taken as it is into the unique terms list as these terms
may capture important information and is helpful in clustering[29].
In WordNet multiple synonyms of a given term are ordered from the most to the least frequently used. For each SyS
selected, atleast two SyS with one direct hypernym synset is retrieved. In this way, each term has its SG containing at
least one SHC. For example, a document d1 = <t1,t2,t3> can be converted to a sequence of SG as d1„ = <SG1,SG2,
SG3>, where SG1 = {SyS1→SyS2, SyS3→SyS4}, SG2 = {SyS5→ SyS8, SyS6 → SyS7}, SG3 = {SyS9 →SyS5}[25].
3.4 Our Methodology
Steps involved in Cluster labeling
1. Build a Suffix Tree of words.
2. Identify Frequent Key Phrases
3. POS Tag the words of Phrases.
4. Identify the valid Noun Phrases.
5. Apply Semantic Knowledge
6. Determine Frequent Meaningful Key Phrases.
7. Label the Cluster.
3.3 WordNet
WordNet isa lexical database for English language. It groups English words into sets of synonyms called synsets,
provides short, general definitions, and records the various semantic relations between these synonym sets.
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We can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the System by integrating it with WordNet. The Noun Phrase
Extractor is efficient in and of itself; however, we need the help of WordNet in order to deal with the complex and
complicated issues of noun phrases which may not seem to be following the algorithm implemented for the system.
WordNet offers help on synonymy and hypernyms along with information on the appropriateness of a noun phrases in
terms of context. Taking advantage of all this, we can make the NPE more efficient and the accuracy level can be more
when synonym and hypernym related information is taken into consideration.
For example:
“Information Retrieval”
“Information extraction”
These two sentences are Noun Phrase with different words. When we consider manually, these two sentences give the
same meaning. So we need to group these two sentences if we applied WordNet. Then we can enhance the meaning of
the label of the cluster.
4. RESULTS
The datasets considered in this work are Classic, 500AB and DT. Classic Dataset is a bench mark dataset in the area of
Text Mining. It is a collection containing Scientific and Medical works on Computer Hardware and Software. 500AB
and DT datasets are the collection of abstracts from Internet. The datasets have 1000, 500 and 200 documents
respectively.The work here applies two clustering techniques to partition the datasets. KMeans and Suffix Tree
Clustering. On the results of these clustering we have applied Noun Phrase Based and Suffix Tree Phrase Based
Labelling approaches. In these approaches to incorporate external knowledge we used WordNet and derived Semantic
Groups.
Noun Phrase Based Labeling
DATASET
CAC
Classic CIS
DT
IP
DT
NS
ST
DM
500
IP
AB
NS
ST

K-Mismatch
Computer Science Scientific Research
Information Science Computing
Based methods
Dimensional feature space
Tolerant authentication broadcast authentication protocol
Test plans improvement using simulated defect removal
JDBC driver implementation
Digital image Processing Component.
Flow system
Rich base stations

Semantic Groups + K-Mismatch
Computer Science Research
Technical information
Data mining
Image processing
Ad hoc networks
Software testing
Spatial database
Image processing
Ad hoc network
Structural testing

Suffix Tree Based Labeling
DATASET
CAC
CIS
Classic
DM
IP
DT
NS
ST
DM
IM
500 AB NS
ST

Without Semantic Groups
Batch Processing
Annual Review Information Science
Technology
Data Mining Research
Digital Image Processing
Denial service attacks
Software testing
Large spatial database
Digital image processing
Network routing protocols
Instant world Wide Web enabled
application website quality reliability

Semantic Groups
Data processing
Information Science Technology
Data Mining Techniques
Image Processing
Denial service attacks
Software Testing/Software Maintenance costs
Spatial Data mining
Image processing
Sensor networks
World Wide Web Testing Software

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work experimented with Noun Phrase Labelling and Suffix Tree Phrase Labelling. It is observed that Noun Phrase
Labelling with K-Mismatch has shown good results in certain datasets and is quite fast to extract Labels but in certain
cases it has derived lengthy Labels. The Semantic Groups approach specified in this work has shown compact and
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meaningful Labels. We have derived Labels with Suffix Tree Phrases applied WordNet to derive Semantic Groups.
Semantic Group based Labelling is giving meaningful labels. It is observed that Noun Phrase Extraction requires lot
of time for preprocessing the data, whereas in Suffix Tree approach we giveweight to each phrase and consider the
phrase with good weight. In the process there is a chance of losing some Information. In our future work we would like
to explore the semantic information methods
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